


Shinfield Meadows, Reading.
Consortium Entrance.
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SIGNAGE

Finchwood Park, Finchwood
Wood effect stack signs

Hermitage Park, Maidstone
Built-up lettering
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Brewery Wharf, Twickenham
Illuminated welcome sign

Great Kneighton, Cambridge
Illuminated logo tray installation
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Taplow Riverside, Maidenhead
Bi-directional development message monolith

Hanstead Park, St Albans
Solar powered V- style monolith
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Brompton Gardens, Ascot
Development monoliths

Brompton Gardens, Ascot
Printed “wood” detail
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SOLAR SIGNAGE

Powered by daylight,
direct sunlight is not needed.

Simple to install, no mains
electricity required, no costly
cable installation.

Integrated LEDs provide top
or backlit illumination to
signs or hoarding.

Zero operating costs,
virtually maintenance free.

Eco friendly, environmentally
responsible. renewable energy.

Reusable components,
cost effective visibility.

Coton House Estate, Rugby
Large stack sign with solar powered trough light
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Solar powered LED illuminated bollards

Guide light and motion activated beam

See our solar powered monolith sign in action at
www.cityandcountygraphics.co.uk
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White City, London
Illuminated polyboxes and pushed through acrylics

Snow Hill, Birmingham
Illuminated hoarding with push-through acrylic
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HOARDING

White City, London
Illuminated polyboxes and pushed through acrylics

Snow Hill, Birmingham
Illuminated hoarding with push-through acrylic
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Canalside Walk, Central London
Printed hoarding with illuminated pushed through acrylic

Saxon Square, Luton
Printed hoarding with built up CGI graphic
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Canalside Walk, Central London
Printed hoarding with illuminated pushed through acrylic

Saxon Square, Luton
Printed hoarding with built up CGI graphic
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Finchwood Park, Finchwood
Printed hoarding with stack sign and foamex detailing

Prince of Wales Drive, London
Lightbox CGI’s and illuminated headers
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Taplow Riverside, Taplow
3D lettering

Prince of Wales Drive, London
Lightbox CGI’s and illuminated headers
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Boorley Park, Hampshire
Solar Powered monolith

Finchwood Park, Finchwood
Stack sign with wood effect posts
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Hermitage Park, Maidstone
Monolith with wood effect posts

Taplow Riverside, Taplow
Wooden sign



FASCIAS

Our creative flair and exceptional craftmanship doesn’t just 
stop inside your marketing suite.  Allow us to create your 
very own eye catching bespoke external fascia using 
illumination and specialist fabricated framework, 
helping your customers feel that sense of welcome and 
arrival.

Regardless of the space or shape, we can offer you endless 
options and make sure your marketing suite wont go
unnoticed.

OUR EXPERTISE - YOUR BRAND
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Applegarth Vale, Grayshott
Marketing Suite Fascia

Imber Riverside, East Molesey
Illuminated Marketing Suite Fascia 
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Boorley Park, Southampton
Marketing Suite Fascia and fret-cut lettering

Saxon Square, Luton
Marketing Suite Fascia 
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Prince of Wales Drive, London
Scaffolding banner

Padcroft, London
Brick Vinyl banner

BANNERS
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Prince of Wales Drive, London
Scaffolding banner

Kennet Island, Reading
Scaffolding banner
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Royal Wharf, London
Vinyl lettering installation.

Brewery Wharf, Twickenham
Illuminated building banner
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City Island, London
Building wrap using multiple mesh banners

City Island, London
Hoarding and building wrap using multiple mesh banners
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Media and refreshments unit

MARKETING SUITES

At City & County, we fully understand the unique role your marketing suite plays within the 
customer journey, starting with the welcoming atmosphere it needs to create on arrival.
For most visitors, this will be their first impression of build quality and craftmanship, so it is 
crucial to demonstrate that all important wow-factor which will set your marketing suite apart 
from all of your competitors.
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Whether you require a portable cabin, 
double garage, retail space, or 
bespoke multi story modular building, 
our team of in-house experts with over 
20 years experience, can help you every 
step of the way.
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Allow us to take the hassle out of the entire process with your very own dedicated project 
manager, who will take ownership of all aspects including brief, design, electrical plans, survey, 
scheduling, pricing, manufacturing and installation to ensure your suite exceeds your 
expectations, and is delivered within budget and on time... each and every time.
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LET US GUIDE YOU THROUGH THE PROCESS,
FROM START - TO - FINISH

Step 5
Installed on time, completion
photos sent within 24 hours

Step 1
Briefing meeting

Step 3
Concepts designed

Step 4
Full quotation & schedule

Step 2
Site surveys completed at 

each build stage
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Applegarth Vale, Grayshott
Marketing Suite interior

Deepcut, Mindenhurst
Marketing Suite interior - Sample drawers

Mindenhurst, Deepcut
Marketing Suite interior 
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We don’t just specialise in furniture for your marketing suite, we also offer a range of 
contemporary flooring, seating, glass partitions, internal wall displays, interactive touch 
screen sales technology, lighting and interior accessories to name a few of the many other 
options we can provide for you.

COLOUR SCHEME
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Saxon Square, Luton
Marketing Suite

Balls Park, Hertford
Marketing Suite wall display
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Saxon Square, Luton
Marketing Suite

Mindenhurst, Deepcut
Marketing Suite interior
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Vyne Park, Basingstoke
Built up acrylic lettering

Vyne Park, Basingstoke
Illuminated light box
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TOUCH SCREEN TECHNOLOGY

WHY USE TOUCH SCREEN TECHNOLOGY?

Stand  out from your competitors and showcase your development your development 
like no other.

Digital touchscreens allow your development to be seen by potential customers 
twenty four / seven, by using the latest high impact, ultra bright cutting edge touch 
screen technology.

Internal and external screens can display all of the information you desire including 
availability, site plans, property image libraries, detailed floor plans, walk through 
interactive videos, local area details and precise property locations.

Customers can also register their details and request an appointment at any time of 
day or night.
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ALLOWING YOU TO BE OPEN FOR BUSINESS 24/7, DAY & NIGHT
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Display your entire development externally for your 
customers to view even when you’re closed

Be open for business 24/7

Internal models allow your customers to browse at their 
leisure

Valuable customer data collected and stored in weekly 
reports

Software designed specifically for your site and brand

Showcase all properties using multiple images, floor 
plans, walk throughs and location maps

All pricing and availability details are automatically 
updated ensuring your portfolio is always current

The high impact screen and crisp colourful images will 
enhance your interior display
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WE GO WHERE YOU ARE - NATIONWIDE
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When it comes to Health & Safety at 
City & County Graphics, we simply don’t 
compromise – whether that’s of our staff, 
of our clients and your contractors, of your 
customers or of the general public.  The 
size and style of the signs we manufacture, 
the high quality materials we use and the 
often high-traffic locations in which we 
install them, could create the possibility 
of causing injury if they were not installed 
to the highest possible standards – and 
set to withstand additional strains of high 
winds or adverse weather conditions.  We 
take every precaution available to us and 
we will not take a project on if asked to 
take shortcuts – we are not just protecting 
the public, but your brand and reputation 
as well as ours.
 
We use structural engineers to calculate 
wind loadings, ground conditions, and the 
suitability of materials being suggested, 
fixings etc.  Their reports give us the 
necessary peace of mind during both 
manufacture and installation.
 
We back this up by sending one of our 
management team to check that the 
engineers’ reports are being followed 
on-site; we record the findings and hold 
regular ‘tool box talks’ with all staff to 

keep information flowing.  Health & Safety 
also means keeping our staff trained and 
up to date with the latest regulations 
and recommendations, site instructions 
and client expectations.  To this end, all 
of our site staff have CSCS cards, some 
at supervisory level, some at temporary 
works supervisory level and certificates 
are held for mobile elevated work 
platforms, tower scaffolds, cat scanners, 
NRSWA, SMAS etc.  

A zero-tolerance to risk
 
We will, and sometimes do, turn work 
away from clients who are not prepared 
to take Health & Safety as seriously as we 
do.  Sometimes there are cost implications 
when, for example, a structural engineer 
insists on larger posts, or more posts, 
or additional fixings and some clients 
occasionally cannot see the benefit 
of those additional safety features.  
Unfortunately the failure to acknowledge 
those benefits is sometimes only seen 
when it is too late...

Working with City & County, you can be 
assured that your installation complies – 
every time.

HEALTH & SAFETY

Taplow Riverside, Maidenhead
Riverside hoarding installation

There are some things we just don’t compromise on.
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PREMIUM RETAIL

Bang & Olufsen, Oxford
Fascia with fret cut lettering and window graphics
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New Bond Street, London
Window display

GC Interiors, Oxford
Built-up lettering
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Terminal 5 Departures, Heathrow Airport
Free-standing monolith display stands and floor graphics
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Michael Kors, London
Regent Street window display

Michael Kors, London
Regent Street window display

Michael Kors, Basel
Baselworld Switzerland window display
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EXHIBITION
GRAPHICS
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Watch how your sites grow and develop with our unique aerial survey service

Incorporating high quality video and photographs HighSite flights are ideal for managers and 
directors who can’t always get to site but want to review construction progress remotely, from 
anywhere in the world!

HighSite flights are also ideal for comparing visual records for each site, tracking build quality, 
plant and equipment and potential Health & Safety issues. HighSite video and photos also provide 
a unique angle for marketing and sales material.

AERIAL SURVEY SERVICE

Barton Park, Oxford
Development progress image
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Set a pre-determined flight plan that can be repeated again and again

View footage from your sites anywhere using a standard web browser

Watch as your site evolves, in ultra-sharp detail

Compile a visual inventory of potential Heath & Safety issues 
   - before or after they happen!

Create time-lapse video/stills - perfect for marketing campaigns

Arrange flights as often as you want





Brompton Gardens, Ascot
Development signage



call us on 01865 823161

sales@cityandcountygraphics.co.uk

www.cityandcountygraphics.co.uk


